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Hospitality: history, culture and politics
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Topic One: 
Origins and development of hospitality (history, 
culture and place). 

LECTURE 2

Objectives  for  this  week

Begin  to  think  about…
u Why  ‘hospitality’  as  performance  is  

important?
u What  is  Hospitality?

uDefinitions?
uHistory?
uHospitality  conditional  or  
unconditional

uCan  hospitality  be  learnt?

What’s	  in	  the	  news?	  (Career	  tip:	  all	  good	  managers	  should	  
have	  a	  solid	  grasp	  of	  current	  affairs).

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-11-09/new-
grants-program-to-improve-customer-service-in-
tasmania/8010534

The Tourism and Hospitality Skills Shortage & The Australian Labour Force Report

https://www.tssrecruitment.com.au/news/single/the-tourism-and-hospitality-skills-shortage-the-australian-labour-force-rep
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Today – and next few weeks 

u To develop an understanding of hospitality 
chronologically 

u Overview of the etymology of hospitality as a linguistic 
construct

u Overview of the socio-cultural construction of hospitality
u To develop an understanding of the embodied nature 

of hospitality
u Move towards discussing the effect of mobilities on 

constructing our contemporary (western/eurocentric) 
understanding of hospitality

u Macro v micro

So…

u What?
uLiberal studies perspective 

(Socio/anthro/geog/philospohy…)
u Why?

uChanging world; personal development; grad 
attributes

u How?
uReflection; co-constructing knowledge; critical 

thinking; creativity

Social/ learning ‘contract’

u I am here to help your construction of knowledge 
but deeper learning is active not passive ie it 
requires effort on your part.

u Mutual respect is essential  (hospitable rather than 
hostile environment J). 

History with Etymology

u Etymology
u The process of tracing out and describing the 

elements of a word with their modifications of 
form and sense 

uAn instance of this process; an account of the 
formation and radical signification of a word 

u The facts relating to the formation or derivation 
(of a word)
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History of hospitality
The stranger

Hospes
(host, guest)

Hostis
(The enemy)

In Ancient Greece, the host’s duty was to welcome the ally 
and protect them physically and legally.

Hospitality and welcoming strangers was a way of honouring
the gods, essential and fundamental to life

So where does xenia come from?

u xenia is from the Indo-European root 
u ghos-ti: 'a person with whom the law of hospitality 

applies': this root is the source of a number of 
English words that refer to outsiders, whether to be 
welcomed or worried over: cf. hostile (Latin hostis, 
"enemy"), "guest" (cf. hotel) "host" (cf. hospitality).

Etymology of Hospitality

u Greek – xenos (xenos)
xenia: the law/custom of offering 

protection and hospitality to 
strangers (cf. its opposite:
xenophobia). 

Hospitality ‘represents a kind of 
guarantee of reciprocity - one 
protects the stranger in order to be 
protected from him’(Muhlmann‚ 
1932‚ p.463).

History – reminder!

u Why do we need to understand the history of 
hospitality…

u‘both past and future are living in the present. 
Whatever human beings do in the present is 
decisively influenced by the past and by the 
future’ (Markovic, 1974)           

u What we think (and how we act) today is 
conditioned by the past

u Hospitality is situated in space and time
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u A vital and integral part of society
u Includes food, drink and accommodation
u Welcoming, respectful and authentic approach is 

also part of the delivery
u Principle feature in the development and 

continuation of friendships and alliances between 
people, communities and nations

u Focus of significant private, civic, business events 
and life achievements

u Conditional in that hosts and guests have certain 
roles 

So  -‐ What  is  Hospitality?  
uConcept of guest, stranger and host are closely 

related
uHospitality is seen as organic revealing much 

about cultural traditions and societal beliefs
uReciprocity is seen as an established principle
uProviding hospitality is paying homage to the 

gods (worthy and honorable) and not providing 
hospitality is condemned in physical and spiritual 
world 

Common features of hospitality as a tradition

u Hepple, Kipps and Thomson (1990) identified four 
characteristics of hospitality in its modern sense. 

(1) It is conferred by a host on a guest who is away 
from home.
(2) It is interactive, involving the coming together of a 
provider and receiver.
(3) It is comprised of a blend of tangible and 
intangible factors.
(4) The host provides for the guest’s security, 
psychological and physiological comfort (King 1995)

Operational delivery of service

This means that the hotel (or service provider) has set 
strategies and objectives in place for the 
organisation to deliver service while making a profit 
from that service. In some ways, the organisation has 
within its structure the dichotomy referred to earlier: 

Organisations are profit centres: they have to make a 
profit to stay in business and keep people employed
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More than the operations

u It is about:
uPeople eg customer or guest
uSpace eg reception desk 
uPlace eg hotel or home away from home 

https://andaz.hyatt.com/en/andaz/andazexperienc
e.html#avibranthotelexperience

Welcome

u Welcome is the first impression (Jan Carlzon and 
Moments of Truth)

u Surprise, delight, ‘wow’ the guest

u New models are arising using an exclusive 
welcome

u Transforms the stranger to guest

Some innovative hotel welcomes 
u VIP guests at the InterContinental Park Lane in London receive butter shortbread, 

made in Scotland from a traditional recipe and natural ingredients. To wash it down, 
they also get a bespoke Earl Grey blue flower tea called Wellington Tea, named 
after the Wellington Arch, which the hotel overlooks.

u All guests at the QT Gold Coast in Australia will find a designer lemon juicer, swizzle 
stick and high-end glasswear in their room when they open the door; they can then 
call room service for lemons and ice, and use the kit to make freshly squeezed 
lemonade.

u The Capella Ixtapa in Mexico gives all visitors straw hats and totes to use on the 
beach or around the resort—and you can take them home as souvenirs when you 
leave.

u Hotel Arts in Barcelona presents all guests a small bottle of extra virgin olive oil, 
produced in Catalonia from the first cold pressing of arbequina olives, as a farewell 
gift.
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Theorising Hospitality

u Hospitality as a philosophy
ua way of being
umoral virtue

u Hospitality as a socio-cultural construct
Jacques Derrida ‘no cultural or social bond without 

hospitality’
Gorman sees it as a mark of civilised society

Food for thought

u Many consider hospitality to be a complex 
phenomena, as, in the commercial context it 
involves the operational delivery of services and 
products in a economic setting by employees who 
might be (or not!) suggested as practicing (or 
performing) hospitality

u In the statement above, think about the 
competing values? What stands out as being 
opposite (or opposed) to one another?

Part two

u Wiki
u Teams
uAcademic and industry literature – using and 

engaging with both are essential to pass the wiki

u Your ideas and thoughts.
uNo correct or incorrect – we will go through in 

more detail over the coming weeks
u …thus you need to think (and reflect)
u Use your own experiences as a starting point
u We all have opinions but…how can we ‘argue’ 

that opinion?
u What do we need to do? 
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u So what do you need to do – research
uAsk questions – of yourself and me
uUnderstand what you don’t know
uWhat do you think you know

u Are my claims (just knowing something) based on 
common sense, hearsay, bad journalism, family, never 
questioned it?

u What evidence do I have for holding a statement 
about ….?

u What are the basic concepts that underpin my claim?
u Where do I find answers?


